
         
 

   
 

Major transport organisations warn governments’ knee-jerk 
reaction to Omicron variant puts supply chain at greater risk 

World leaders’ knee-jerk reactions to the Omicron variant are putting transport workers and the 
global supply chain at greater risk of collapse, warn international transport organisations and unions 
representing road, air and sea transport. 

Cross-border transport workers including seafarers, air crew and drivers must be able to continue to 
do their jobs, and cross borders without overly restrictive travel rules, to keep already ailing supply 
chains moving. 

IATA, the International Air Transport Association, ICS, the International Chamber of Shipping, IRU, 
the International Road Transport Union, and ITF, the International Transport Workers’ Federation, 
have jointly called for governments to not reimpose border restrictions that further limit the freedom 
of movement of international transport workers and learn from the lessons of the last two years. 

One week since the World Health Organization (WHO) designated the new Omicron strain of 
COVID-19 as a “variant of concern”, at least 56 countries have reimposed varying degrees of travel 
restrictions. 

The transport bodies, which represent more than $20 trillion of world trade annually and 65 million 
global transport workers across the supply chain, call for an end to the rushed and fragmented 
approach to travel rules by governments. Now is the time for heads of state to listen to industry 
leaders and workers, by taking decisive and coordinated action together to ease strain on the supply 
chain, and support an exhausted  global transport workforce during the busy holiday season. 

Today the transport bodies also expressed frustration that governments were reneging on clear 
steps issued to world leaders in September to:  

● Guarantee the free and safe movement of transport workers 
● Prioritise transport workers to receive WHO-recognised vaccines. 
● To adopt lasting travel and health protocols developed by industry for seafarers, drivers and 

air crew, as endorsed by WHO, ILO, IMO and ICAO 
● To create globally harmonised, digital, mutually-recognised vaccination certificates and 

processes for demonstrating health credentials (including vaccination status and COVID-19 
test results), which are paramount to ensure transport workers can cross international 
borders. 

● Increase global vaccine supply by all means at our disposal in order to expedite the recovery 
of our industries. 

A crisis meeting with the World Health Organization (WHO) and the International Labour 
Organization (ILO) to discuss the recommendations, and the impact that travel bans and other 
restrictions in response to the Omicron variant will have on transport workers and the global supply 
chain is scheduled for Monday 6th December. 



         
 

   
 

 

Guy Platten, Secretary General, International Chamber of Shipping said: “This feels like 
groundhog day for our transport sectors. There is a real and legitimate fear that unless coordinated 
action is taken by world leaders we will see a return to the peak of the crew change crisis in 2020 
where more than 400,000 seafarers were impacted by unnecessarily harsh travel restrictions. Our 
transport workers have worked tirelessly for the past two years throughout the pandemic to keep the 
global supply chain moving, and they are at breaking point. December is traditionally a busy time for 
seafarers returning home to their families and governments owe them the chance to spend that time 
with their loved ones.” 

Willie Walsh, Director General, IATA said: “After nearly two years of dealing with COVID-19, we 
should have progressed beyond these knee-jerk, uncoordinated, Pavlovian-like responses. Public 
health officials tell us that we should expect variants to emerge. And by the time they are detected, 
experience shows that they are already present around the globe. Border restrictions that block air 
crew from doing their jobs will do nothing to prevent this while inflicting serious harm to still-
recovering global supply chains and local economies.” 

Stephen Cotton, General Secretary, ITF, said: “The same governments that have blocked global 
vaccine access are now the first to lock down their borders to keep the Omicron variant out. Instead 
of pursuing a global solution to this pandemic, their decisions further risk supply chain collapse. It’s 
not only morally reprehensible, it’s economic self-destruction. We need universal access to vaccines 
now. It’s imperative for all of us to tell governments to stop bowing down to big pharma and pave the 
way so that every country can produce the vaccines needed to end this pandemic.” 

Umberto de Pretto, Secretary General, IRU, said, “Once again, COVID history is repeating itself 
with governments unilaterally changing hundreds of rules affecting cross border transport workers 
within a matter of hours. Truck drivers are again caught in the middle and paying a heavy price in 
simply doing their job to keep global supply chains functioning. They, and all of us who rely on their 
service, deserve much better.”  
 
 
Notes to editor 
IATA, ICS, IRU and ITF represent more than US$ 20 trillion of world trade annually and 65 million 
global transport workers and more than 3.5 million road freight and airline companies and more than 
80% of the world merchant shipping fleet. 

About IATA 
The International Air Transport Association (IATA) is the trade association for the world’s airlines, 
representing some 290 airlines or 82% of total air traffic. 

Media Contact: 
Perry Flint 



         
 

   
 

+1 202-628-9444 
flintp@iata.org 

About ICS 
The International Chamber of Shipping (ICS) is the principal international trade association for 
merchant shipowners and operators, representing all sectors and trades and over 80% of the world 
merchant fleet. 

Media Contact:  
Duncan Bray 
Tel.: +44 (0) 797 222 4445 
Email: ICS@woodrowcommunications.com   

About IRU 
IRU, the world road transport organisation, promotes economic growth, prosperity and safety 
through the sustainable transport of people and goods. As the voice of more than 3.5 million 
companies operating mobility and logistics services in all global regions, IRU helps the world move 
better. 

Media contact: 
John Kidd 
+41 79 386 9544 
john.kidd@iru.org 

About the ITF 
The International Transport Workers’ Federation (ITF) is a democratic, affiliate-led federation of 
transport workers’ unions recognised as the world’s leading transport authority. We fight 
passionately to improve working lives; connecting trade unions and workers’ networks from 147 
countries to secure rights, equality and justice for their members. We are the voice of the almost-20 
million women and men who move the world.  
 
Media Contact 
Rory McCourt 
+44 (0)7 523 908 679 
media@itf.org.uk 
 
 

 



         
 

   
 

 


